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Overview of Journey so far
• 9 months into our 300-month journey and Remus examines Oil & Gas positions in
Tanzania and Ethiopia to strengthen our East Africa portfolio.
• Sales on Remus Coin had exceeded 8.16 million coins by end September 2018 as
demand continues to increase the price of Remus Coin has hit $3.00 on the 18th
October 2018.
• The suite of upstream assets we have targeted continues to increase in line with
expectations as we closely examine prospective basins in Ghana and Kenya.
• The work on the front end of the Telemedicine application for healthcare users we
anticipate will be delivered by the end of October 2018. We remain on track to run our
first pilot in 1Q 2019.
• Our Financial Prospectus for the foundational launch of Remus Coin has been prepared
and reviewed by our lawyers. It is now in an arithmetical form to be populated with the
Oil Assets we have targeted before Xmas 2018 for subsequent release to our financial
advisors.
Board Advisors
• With the help of our Board advisors in Kenya our proposal to Joint Venture with the
National Oil Company of Kenya has been received and so expect a formal invitation to
structure terms in a face to face meeting by mid November 2018. This will facilitate and
enable the access to our targeted offshore assets.
Smart Healthcare Cities – Further Developments
• In January 2019 Remus will begin discussion with its chosen architects to design our
prototype Smart Healthcare City. This exciting project will take approximately 6 months
to capture all the technical and relevant needs as identified to date.
• Detailed examination is being given to “Sustainable Development” techniques in order
to minimize the carbon footprint in deployment of our Smart Healthcare Cities. The use
and exercise of solar energy and innovative “Insulated Concrete Form” techniques are
just two of the specialised areas being studied carefully.
Oil & Gas Opportunities - $22 BN USD
• African assets currently targeted hold firm at 6 with a further 10 prospective assets
being studied to assess the possibility of creating a pipeline of development assets
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within July 2019. Our concerted view is that a Net Asset Value north of $22BN USD is
achievable within the summer of 2019.
Asian assets starting with the Philippines will be examined in greater detail and targeted
within the first 6 months of 2019. Particular focus will be given to neighbouring
geographies of Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand which carry interesting offshore
prospectivity.
Central & South American assets remain significant in size and commercial value. Remus
has begun its journey to Incorporate Remus Corporation Mexico, our beach head for
central and south America. In Mexico we see great prospectivity onshore and
unconventional assets of a shale oil and shale gas variety. We are carefully assessing
commercial viability.

Remus Coin – Regulatory Approval UK
• The Financial Advisors for the foundational launch of Remus Coin have now been
shortlisted to 3 entities based in the City of London UK. Initial exchanges of our draft
prospectus will occur within 30th October 2018.
• The successful acceptance of the Remus Prospectus will be linked to our ability to
enclose the Oil Assets targeted and Acquired in the coming weeks which provides the
proof of concept to the broader investor community in terms of our business model “Oil
for Healthcare”.
• The launch price for Remus Coin remains at $4.00 USD / coin.
Remus Begins a 10 Year collaboration with Crossinmedia / Vatican
• Remus Health is proud to have recently signed a 10-year collaborative programme with
Crossinmedia a newly formed multimedia and film production group under the
patronage of the Vatican.
• There will be crucial ongoing exposure as a consequence of this long-term partnership
for the Remus Healthcare Programme, as awareness will hold primary position shared
on a worldwide scale with the Catholic community: circa 1.0 billion people.
• In addition, the Heads of State globally will receive a carefully bound personal copy for
their attention.
• Once a year a global press conference consisting of various world media outlets will be
held at the Vatican providing an effective platform for essential and didactic updates on
progress of the Remus Healthcare Programme.
• A great acknowledgement and recognition for our Humanitarian programme.
CEO’s Comments
September was a challenging month for us, we made some progress in Oil and Gas but the
inevitable delays in data acquisition when dealing with government entities has slowed
progress somewhat. However, we remain focused and are close to obtaining our first asset in
Ghana and we begin our JV negotiations with the National Oil Company of Kenya in November.
I suspect October and November will see significant activity in Remus acquiring targeted assets.
Our agreed collaboration through Crossinmedia with the Vatican over the next 10 years was a
major landmark for us and a great testament to the Humanitarian credentials of our quite

unique healthcare programme. From a branding and communications perspective this was a
major step forward in raising greater awareness globally of our vision for a more humane
future.
We will drive forward the development of our Telemedicine application, the lead function for
deployment in 1Q 2019 of our healthcare programme. Staffing, Content management and
digital communications via satellite in remote areas remain just a few of the challenges we face
going forward, but as with every part of our programme we take on these challenges with vigor,
precision and determination.
The Remus Healthcare Programme continues to attract the interests of funders globally; both
institutions as well as individuals, whom themselves have notable Humanitarian credentials,
which means the message is landing and so, we keep building momentum and driving our
unique programme forward.
As always, I wish to extend a word of thanks to the team for their exceptional hard work and to
those many individuals today who have chosen to dedicate their free time to help us in this
momentous journey. It is truly humbling to be part of such a talented and dedicated group of
professionals.
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